Our current economy and lifestyle are a byproduct and prime benefit afforded us from our ability to explore, develop, and deliver secure energy resources at reasonable prices. Coal initially fueled the industrial revolution from the 19th century up to the early 20th century. When oil displaced coal as the primary fuel of choice in the 20th century, global growth in mechanization, industrialization and transportation rapidly accelerated. The energy infrastructure we have today has created a 21st century miracle in which the world's general population has access to potable water, more food, and much improved lifestyles. However, the foundation and sustainability of this energy infrastructure on which we have depended so heavily, and for so long, is now vulnerable due to over two decades of unsustainable low oil and gas prices.
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To obtain a barometer on the future costs of energy, it is essential to understand the principles about how important goods are priced. We know from Economics 101 that products are priced based on supply, demand, and the perceived added value. Long-term prices must create adequate returns for producers and suppliers; otherwise, suppliers lose money and go out of business. Safe and stable returns allow markets to manage debt wisely, resulting in lower product prices. Thus, long-term contracts at fair prices eventually lower the cost of any valued product. Why? Because low-cost debt safely anchors the total investment, AAA-rated debt is extremely inexpensive, and a 15% return on equity is a great deal! Most brick and mortar companies are financed by long-term debt.
Conversely, higher risk and price volatility inevitably result in higher product prices. Moreover, high-risk projects always demand higher returns. Long-term contracts, the elixir of stable and fair prices, are rare when volatility is high. Too often, in this unstructured environment, key products end up being priced on the "incremental cost" to create the last 1%. Vendors, who are pressed to generate a fair return, suffer because their replacement costs are ignored and their returns are calculated on depreciated assets. Why would anyone want to invest in such a business venture?
We need to accept the fact that all forms of energy are expensive to create. The cost to simply find new oil and gas is high. When the cost to then convert this newly found raw energy into useable energy is added, costs rise exponentially. Therefore, large capital expenditures are needed to adequately finance the exploration and development of energy resources. Long-term contracts at realistic prices best insure reliable energy supplies. If end-users are A-rated customers, then A-rated debt can be financed at 90%+ of project cost and equity providers can expect good returns when the end-user cost is optimized and reliable supply is assured.
Unfortunately, the apparent "efficient" free markets became a mantra for high volatility and the spot market destroyed any solid energy models because long-term energy supply contracts disappeared. Commitments to key suppliers (and vendors) became increasingly short-term. As a result, current financial risks may now exceed geologic risks. If abandoning long-term contracts was a mistake, GAAP accounting compounded this problem by enabling all costs to be capitalized once "proved reserve" status is achieved. Capitalized costs to develop and produce oil and gas, which can total between 90% and 95% of all real costs, are expensed over the life of an oil or gas field. So, this accounting process only works if the total reserves and field life were correctly estimated. However, most energy executives think DD&A does not reflect the real cost.
The last two decades were dominated by remarkably low energy prices which remained flat from 1982 to 2002. Occasional spikes were deemed aberrations and many economic planners assumed prices would eventually fall as more oil and gas fields were being discovered. The longer energy prices stayed flat, the more distressed energy companies such as geophysical services, drilling, oilfield services, E&P, pipeline owners, tankers, refineries, and wholesale and retail distributors became. The entire oil and gas "food chain" suffered massive losses and the eroded industry asset base was finally largely written off. This low-cost era forced many routine activities to be scrapped resulting in high casualties. It became a constant challenge to hire sustainable employees, pay fair prices to drill and complete wells and maintain the aging industry's physical assets in top form. In my opinion, the two greatest casualties were (1) third-party reserve engineers who serve as the second set of eyes, and (2) the luxury of drilling multiple appraisal wells to test the limits of newly-discovered oil and gas fields. The process to gather actual data was replaced with new seismic imaging technology as computer-simulated reservoir models were cheaper to generate than using a drill bit.
After an oilfield is discovered, appraisal wells are drilled to assess the size of the structure, the amount of hydrocarbons in place, and also identify any limitations the field might exhibit. Drilling only a small number of appraisal wells reveals only a limited knowledge of a structure's true recoverable reserves. Thus, proved reserve estimates are now determined more by seismic imaging technology than by drilling real wells. As a result, the interpretations could be rather subjective. Eliminating the second set of eyes (i.e., third-party engineers) made it easy to defend this new technology and in the land of the blind, a one-eyed man became king.
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The future costs of energy MATTHEW R. SIMMONS, Simmons & Company, Houston, Texas, U.S. Table 1 represents a hypothetical example that compares the old and current approaches to appraising newly-discovered fields. The old system required drilling multiple appraisal wells to determine the most accurate reserve base. This drilling resulted in higher finding costs of $20 per barrel. In the "new era," the number of appraisal wells diminished, the cost to drill these reduced number of wells fell, and although spending was less, it was easy to justify that "more" had been found. As a result, this lowered calculated finding costs from $20 to $5 per barrel.
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The new era costs to drill and complete wells were also somewhat illusory as the oilfield service industry endured the decade-long 1980 depression. Most survivors had to write off their property, plant & equipment (PP&E) and oil service assets had no "financial basis." Returns on investment can be high when investment has been written off.
Will future costs to sustain oil and gas stay so low? The International Energy Agency's IEA 2003 World Energy Outlook provided a glimpse of the energy bill over the next 30 years: ~$16 trillion ($10 trillion for electricity and $6 trillion for oil and gas). However, this estimate still leaves about 1.5 billion of the world's population with no electricity and over half are keeping supplies flat. In my view, the IEA's oil and gas expenditure estimates are probably understated by 2-5 fold. The real number could be as high as $30 trillion. Why? Because in 2002, those responsible for 40% of total daily oil and gas supply spent about $160 billion to merely keep production flat. If the other 60% did the same, current spending would conservatively amount to $400 billion/year. Over a 30-year period, the world's estimated oil and gas bill could easily cost $12 trillion.
In order to sustain the oil and gas industry, energy prices need to create "reasonable" profits. Merely covering the replacement costs is insufficient. It is important to remember that shareholders and governments want their fair share too. Shareholder returns induce the "food chain" to finance energy creation while the government needs the energy taxes to cover their "social costs." Let us examine Saudi Arabia's cost to produce oil. Saudi Arabia estimates its production cost to be between $0.40 and $0.50 per barrel. This cost estimate is accurate if they amortize their production cost over 700 billion barrels and figure their water and electricity usage will be kept to a minimum. However, the real future cost for Saudi Arabia's oil should be based on key factors like population growth and economic expansion objectives. The population in Saudi Arabia was 6 million in 1970; it rose to 21 million in 2000 and is estimated to be about 40 million by 2014. Over the next 10 years, if one assumes Saudi Arabia's GDP per capita climbs back to $15 000 and if oil exports remain a steady 6 million barrels per day, their oil prices will only need to average $50 per barrel. It is evident that the standard of living for the ordinary citizen of OPEC countries is way below average. Is it fair for OPEC countries to supply so much value to the world's economy yet remain so poor? If a goal was set to create a level of total OPEC prosperity at an average of $15 000 in GDP per capita, then a minimum of $10 trillion in new investment would be needed (versus $820 billion today), assuming a 667.4 million population in 2015. To meet this goal, OPEC oil exports of 25, 30, and 40 million barrels/day would translate to prices of $182, $140, and $105 per barrel, respectively.
Is this OPEC pricing model absurd? Could the world afford higher energy cost? Or, should we demand OPEC countries remain impoverished? Could higher spending costs perpetuate global prosperity?
The Marshall Plan that helped rebuild Europe and Japan after WWII resulted in 50 years of western economic prosperity in those regions. A few decades of high energy prices could create a prosperous society throughout all OPEC countries. For two decades, energy prices stayed low when $15-18 oil and $2-2.50 natural gas became "normal" prices. Various models and scenarios tested how projects would work if prices collapsed. The conclusion: the current energy system was unsustainable at these "normal" prices. In mid-1997, oil prices collapsed again. By February 1999, the collapse was the worst seen in 50 years. At that time many Population (in thousands) GDP per capita experts predicted, when the oil price had dropped to $10 per barrel, a total price collapse to $5 per barrel (Figure 1) . Instead, oil prices started an upward climb in the spring of 1999 and ended the year in the mid-$20 range. Gordon Moore (Intel founder) understood the semiconductor business and proposed that productivity improvements would drive the price of semiconductors down while its computing capacity would double every few years. His theory, later called "Moore's Law," proved correct over a 20-year period in the computer industry. However, in the energy world, real exploration and development costs have skyrocketed and the $5 per barrel finding costs indicated earlier is just an "accounting" entry. Since most types of businesses are rooted to energy, almost all other raw material costs have increased too. Figure 2 shows the total worldwide exploration and development (E&D) costs over a six-year period (Source: API). In the period 1997-2000, there was a dramatic increase in spending over the two previous years (1995 and 1996) ; thereafter, spending remained relatively flat. The higher spending costs between 1997 and 2000 marked the beginning of our return to real world economics to create future energy. One might argue that these higher drilling costs per well per foot increased significantly over this period, as shown in Figure 3 . Therefore, the cost to create energy is rising. Safe and reliable energy will cost a great deal of money. If the returns do not materialize, neither will supply. "Simmons' Law" could someday replace "Moore's Law" in the energy sector where the finding costs will continue to increase over time on a finite resource like oil and gas.
We now have reached a conundrum where we need to acknowledge the fact that modern energy is the world's most vital commodity and prices cannot remain low for so long. Merely keeping 200 million BOE/day flowing is extremely expensive. Since steel and energy costs have doubled, the cost to keep supply flat has also doubled. Unfortunately, we have no energy blueprint in place, no new refineries, no new factories to build rigs, an aging workforce, etc. Would anyone invest in an industry with such an uncertain future? There are some facts we need to contend with and address immediately. The world's current energy delivery system is antiquated. The majority of the world's population is both young and poor. Energy is the world's most important product. It would be nice if energy was also affordable, but "cheap" energy was a bad deal.
Spot market efficiencies made the energy market volatile and created an illusion. We pretended that population growth was ending and energy demand was slowing. We assumed that moderate prices would create a supply glut and technology would steadily reduce costs. Worse, we assumed a new generation of employees would create new or alternative types of energy. This was an unrealistic dream.
Until last year, most raw materials sold at 30-year lows. The majority of these prices, however, have soared; partly because of China's recent appetite for faster economic growth. Costs to transport raw materials have also increased. The globalization concept had some internal flaws as it assumed incidental material and negligible transportation costs. It is time to wake up to the realization that the future costs of energy will have to go higher relative to current levels to ensure resource availability or face a major crisis or disruption. The two-decade dream that this valuable commodity will remain cheap is history and we wasted a valuable decade in not gearing up for expansion. We face huge risks by maintaining the status quo. Is this a risk the world should take in this era of voracious energy demand? T L E 
